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Alternate Routes: Tristan Perich, Chris Knox, The Air Horn Orchestra 
and More

By Jesse Jarnow

1-bit composition, New Zealand DIY, political air horns, Dutch anarchy, and solo 
pedal steel: the return of our column on the fascinating back roads of music!

Alternate Routes is a column from Flavorwire contributor and WFMU DJ Jesse Jarnow, in which he 
explores music solely distributed outside the Big 3 of Spotify, iTunes, and Amazon.

In the best way, Bandcamp has become a large-scale infrastructure for a theoretically infinite amount 
of independent musicians, an encompassing DIY home for a new generation, and (for now) non-cor-
porate path outside Amazon, Spotify, and iTunes for young artists’ streaming/downloading/distribution 
needs. Less than a label, but also far more, Bandcamp is the tool that (this month) links new releases 
by a one-bit composer coding music directly onto circuits, a cassette compiling essential cuts by a 
legend of New Zealand music, and an ad-hoc avant-garde protest-jazz ensemble from North Caroli-
na, among others. Like any streaming service in any medium, Bandcamp is necessarily incomplete, 
but it doesn’t aim to be anything other than a functional third path for musicians.

Although it’s available as audio files via Bandcamp and on CD, Tristan Perich‘s Noise Patterns truly 
and literally lives in the physical edition on Perich’s label, Physical Editions, hard-coded onto a cir-
cuit-board with a headphone jack in its side. Where many of Perich’s compositions combine warmly 
bleeping one-bit electronics and live musicians into something instantly pleasing (such as the piano/
one-bit sweep of “Surface Image”), Noise Patterns plunges into the deep space of sound, rigorous 
and not entirely welcoming. Rhythms collide and spread out, the bits jumping and soaring through the 
stereo field like obedient atoms. Almost unbearable at times, Noise Patterns challenges the listener 
to discern and maybe even groove with the structures within. Harsh and nearly impenetrable at first, 
especially if listened to out loud, the music is the equivalent of staring into a strobe light, or perhaps 
— more accurately — Byron Gysin’s fabled Dreamachine, capable of triggering hallucinations when 
operated to its fullest capacity. Would maybe be amazing on acid or mushrooms. Maybe.


